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MULTIPURPOSE MANUAL GRIPS

B SL U NI HOLD ER ©

UNIHOLDER©
MULTIPURPOSE MANUAL GRIPS

FOR GRIPPING, LIFTING AND
SAFE MOVEMENT OF:

WE HAVE DEVELOPED BSL GRIPS FOR YOUR SAFETY AND CONVENIENCE

METAL/PLASTIC, WOODEN
AND ALUMINUM WINDOW
AND DOOR CONSTRUCTIONS
GLAZED WINDOWS

The structure frame is made of metal which guarantees safekeeping
of moved materials
ANTI-SLIP© grip self-locking system reliably holds load at increased
humidity and when it rains

GLASS

Special grip coating made of increased wear resistance rubber
protects the most delicate surfaces

SHEET MATERIALS

Three width ranges allow for grip of sheets of 2 to 150 mm thickness

PLYWOOD, FIBERBOARD,
PARTICLEBOARD

Allows for the gripping of load at any place both at the top and on
the side

GYPSUM BOARD

Maximum hoisting capacity is 130 kg per grip, 260 kg if 2 grips are
used symmetrically

CONCRETE BLOCKS

Allows for work with grips both in pair and individually with each grip
remaining independent

SIMILAR LOADS

HOW TO USE

To prevent spine injury, it is very important to lift a load properly. When lifting heavy items
your back should be straight to reduce load on spinal bones and spine tissues. Therefore, to
lift a lod, it is better to squat and use your leg muscles rather than bending your back.
1. Install the adjusting bridge (Fig. 1-C) according to the width of the moved load (Fig. 1-A).
2. Take the hold of Uniholder© grip with your hand (Fig.1-B), turn it at an angle to the moved
load (Fig.1-A) and turn it down with Anti-Slip© locks (Fig. 1-D). Lower the lock until the hold
is at the level slightly lower than a straight extended arm in a standing position.
3. Make sure that special coating of Anti-Slip© locks (Fig. 2-A) is in contact with the surface of
the moved load throughout the width.
4. Holding your back straight, lift the load up by the hold (Fig.2-B). Anti-Slip© grip special
self-locking system will hold the load securely. Now you can safely move the load.
5. To remove the grip from the load, turn the grip at an opposite angle and lower it towards
the load.

©

Call us and we will oﬀer you the most beneﬁcial pricing for BSL UNIHOLDER manual grips
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